
[Conference Title] Panel Proposal 
 
[Panel Title] 
‘[Trump] is not a man of ideas — but he is a bundle of authoritarian and illiberal                 
impulses and desires… he yearns for executive power unhindered by the checks and             
balances of a representative body.’ 
—Jeffrey Herf 
 
‘No one has ever seemed to me as uncompromising and pure as [Colette Peignoit], or               
more decidedly “sovereign”, and yet everything in her was devoted to darkness.            
Nothing came to light.’ 
—Georges Bataille 
 
Desire and devotion are integral to sovereignty. We desire form: the sovereign is             
absolute, exclusionary, indivisible, perpetual, legitimate, unhindered. We are devoted         
to agency: the sovereign is driven by decision, negation, domination, submission,           
order, darkness. The formal delineations and demarcations of sovereignty — shape,           
shapeliness, definition, discernment, identification, pattern, boundary, contrast,       
dualism, polarity, fit, surface — interact in complex ways with the aesthetic and             
psychological cravings of the sovereign figure. These interactions complicate         
renderings of sovereignty that speak only to ultimate political authority or to the             
autonomous self. Through three case studies — concerning literature, critique, and           
photography — this panel offers modernism as a framework to interrogate depictions            
of borders, the artist, and the nation. It considers modernist and antimodernist cultural             
theories as a means to destabilise and reconstitute amorphous renderings of           
sovereignty. 
 

This project is indebted to a particular historical context. Current trends in            
geopolitics, particularly in Europe and America, are often compared to that of the             
interwar period, these variously characterised as authoritarian, totalitarian,        
proto-fascist, fascist. For many scholars, modernist aesthetics and decisionist politics          
are inextricable. Modernism, traditionally understood, gives aesthetic consideration of         
political ruptures and crises, reinforcing the view that to predicate a thesis of             
disruption requires a turn to the aesthetic. Alternatively, recent trends in scholarship            
have considered modernist aesthetics and decisionist politics as a continuum of forces,            
desires, cravings, impulses. Modernisms negotiate the boundaries of order and          
disorder, as do theorisations of sovereignty from fraught intellectual figures such as            
Colette Peignoit, Carl Schmitt, and Walker Evans. By reading contemporaneous          
aesthetic and political diagnoses together we consider modernism as indeed          
troublesome, incorporating and exceeding scholarly discussions of sovereignty and         
desire. 

 
Biographies: 
[Name] is a doctoral researcher at the [University] working on radical art and critical             
thought around the sacred and community in 20th-century France. She holds an MA             
History of Art (Hons) and MLitt Art, Politics, Transgression: 20th Century           
Avant-Gardes. 
 



[Name] is a doctoral researcher at the [University]. He thinks about the aesthetic in              
the work of German political and legal theorist Carl Schmitt, arguing that sovereignty             
is a central concern of aesthetic modernism. He aims to bring modernist            
understandings of sovereignty into discussions of Schmitt’s thought. 
 
[Name] is a first-year PhD student at [University] researching small-town America in            
the early-to-mid twentieth century. Looking at regional idiosyncrasies and America's          
vast topography, he is interested in reconciling the differences in artistic           
representation of the American small town across media and culture, and proposing            
the generic model of the 'small-town narrative'. 
 
Papers: 
[Initials] [Paper Title] 
Entering the literary canon only by virtue of her proximity to Georges Bataille,             
Colette Peignoit (1903-1938) — also known as “Laure” — produced a small body of              
fragmentary prose and poetry which constitute some of the most explosive           
avant-garde works of the interwar period. These works remains largely unknown.           
Within scholarship she is often minimised and dismissed. Her conservative Catholic           
background, her travels in the Soviet Union, and her participation in the Spanish Civil              
War created conditions for a political outlook representative of ni droite ni gauche             
tendencies of l’entre guerre. Entangling the erotic body and revolutionary extremism,           
Laure is an exemplarily troublesome modernist figure. This paper will analyse her            
work and scholarly reception. 
 
[Initials] [Paper Title] 
“The Buribunks” is Carl Schmitt’s final short-form literary critique of the waning            
Wilhelmine Kaiserreich. By thinking through Jessica Burstein’s work on ‘cold          
modernism’, Helmut Lethen’s theorising of ‘cool conduct’ and ‘the culture of           
distance’, and broader trends in scholarship that use temperature to classify aesthetics,            
this paper will assess Schmitt’s modernist credentials through this recently-translated          
text. Buribunks have ‘enormous intellect’ that correlate with large mouths. They           
capture ‘blinking rats’ so as to thwart ‘fearful anticipation of the future’.            
Consciousness and the self are not privileged over mechanical and anatomical           
surfaces, while the ‘dark body’ of the future is precluded by an obsessive, anticipatory              
present. Schmitt’s right-wing melancholy and diagnosis of cultural failure speak to an            
identifiable aesthetic modernism. 

 
[Initials] [Paper Title] 
A canonical figure during the golden-era in American Photography, Walker Evans’           
documentation of the Great Depression elegises the fall of a nation. Spartan interiors             
of tenant farmer’s shacks; Victorian gothic architecture caught ‘at the point of            
collapse’ (Haran, 2010); uncanny ‘Main Streets’ left desolate and alone in America’s            
countless small towns. These are the indices of Evans’ ‘straight, puritanical stare’            
(Curtis and Grannen, 1980), his photographs bleak reminders of a country caught in a              
dust storm. This paper will examine Evans’ disconnected, austere compositions that           
drew both praise and criticism during his tenure as America’s leading photographer,            
and will read in his scenes of small-town domesticity and rural decline a quiet              
celebration of American independence. This paper proposes that in Evans’ visual lexis            



one can read the rhetoric of resistance and endurance in the wake of national              
devastation. 


